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News & Topics from
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COVID-19
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EAU and Covid-19
Back in May, the UAE vaccinated over
2 million people by reaching almost
13 million doses administered (on a
total population of about 10 million).
The data on the new infections
remain constant: 1,800 new cases per
day.
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Source: https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/
https://ourworldindata.org/covid-vaccinations?country=OWID_WRL

VACCINATION PLAN
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UAE vaccination progressing at a rapid
pace
During the past month many articles were dedicated to the mass vaccination
programme of the UAE, which is progressing at a rapid pace.
They all highlighted the important milestone the country has achieved: 115.73 doses
per 100 people. This means that the entire eligible population of the UAE has
received at least one dose.
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Source: https://gulfnews.com/opinion/from-the-editors/from-the-editors-uae-vaccination-progressing-at-a-rapid-pace-1.1621063389501?slide=1
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UAE economy performs 'better than
expected' in a year marked by Corona
The UAE’s GDP and non-oil GDP declined by 6.1% and 6.2% in 2020 compared to 2019, as
the economic crisis caused by the pandemic was laid bare by the country’s Minister of
Economy Abdulla Bin Touq Al Marri (the first contraction since 2011).
Government spending increased by more than $318.6 million over 2019, while, at the same
time, investments resulting from capital additions achieved a 3.9% growth, totaling more
than $3.6 billion in the year 2019.
What they are aiming for? The Ministry of Economy and other government entities are
working to double the economy over the next decade, to $816.8bn from about $381.2bn.
According to estimates from the Central Bank of the UAE (CBUAE) real GDP is expected to
grow by 2.5% this year, with non-oil GDP to increase by 3.6%. These figures are expected
to rise to 3.5% and 3.9% respectively in 2022.
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Fonte:https://www.arabianbusiness.com/politics-economics/462869-uae-economy-performs-better-than-expected-throughout-year-market-by-coronavirus?utm_source=newsl
etter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=arabianbusiness_newsletters&utm_email=martina@adstore.it
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Dubai unveils Food Tech
Valley to drive AgTech
and enhance food
security
Dubai ruler Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum unveiled plans to launch the first
phase of Food Tech Valley which aims to triple the UAE’s food production.
The initiative aims to serve as a global destination for start-ups and industry experts in
the food ecosystem.
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The new city will spearhead innovation and leverage collaborative networks to lead
regional transformation and export knowledge on sustainable food systems globally.
It will support the use of technologies and applied research in food processing and
agriculture and apply modern farming techniques – such as vertical farming,
aquaculture and hydroponics - to accelerate self-sufficiency in fresh food produce and
reduce wastage of resources.
Source: https://rb.gy/sxmwmv
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Food Tech Valley is the outcome of a
partnership between the Ministry of Food
and Water Security and Wasl Properties
to explore urban planning of future smart
and food independent cities.
It will host vertical farms, an advanced
smart food logistics hub, research and
development (R&D) facilities and a
marketplace. Over 300 varieties of crops
will be produced in the new city using
modern farming techniques and the latest
agri technologies.
Sheikh Mohammed said in another tweet
that the UAE's food trade exceeds AED100
billion annually.
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Source: shorturl.at/cnqL7

CLICK TO PLAY
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Dubai approves plan to establish first
dedicated 3D printing zone
The specialised, integrated 3D printing zone will be located at the Expo 2020 Dubai
venue, a statement said. The 3D printing zone aims to attract entrepreneurs and investors
to Dubai and provide opportunities for researchers to develop innovations using this
technology. The creation of this specialised zone supports Dubai’s 3D printing strategy that
was launched by Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice President and Prime
Minister of the UAE and Ruler of Dubai, which seeks to enhance Dubai’s position as global
hub for 3D printing in collaboration with the private sector.
Sheikh Hamdan said: “By launching such initiatives we aim to achieve a quantum leap in
the development of future-oriented industries that can have a significant positive
impact on sustainable development. This initiative is also part of our efforts to reinforce
Dubai’s position as global hub for future technologies and R&D.
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Source: https://rb.gy/cw8d3t
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Dubai free zone launches new hub for
crypto, blockchain businesses
Dubai Multi Commodities Centre (DMCC) has announced the launch of the DMCC
Crypto Centre, an ecosystem for businesses operating in the cryptographic and
blockchain sectors. The DMCC Crypto Centre is set to be a hub for the development
and application of crypto and blockchain technologies. It offers a home to all types
and sizes of crypto businesses, from companies developing blockchain-enabled
trading platforms, through to firms offering, issuing, listing, and trading crypto assets.
The centre will house a crypto advisory practice led by CV Labs, the entity behind
the Switzerland government-backed Crypto Valley, which has previously spawned
crypto leaders such as Cardano and Ethererum.

Source: https://rb.gy/umh9m6
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Ralf Glabischnig, founder of CV Labs & CV VC said “With initiatives such as the Dubai
Blockchain Strategy, Dubai’s government is leading the adoption and application of
blockchain technologies, creating a business-friendly environment for crypto firms
and cementing the emirate’s reputation as a global technology leader. With strong
backing from the government as well as great interest from its flourishing business
sectors, Dubai is poised to emerge as a global hotspot and leader for innovative
blockchain companies and applications”

Source: https://rb.gy/umh9m6
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UAE set to announce multi-billion clean
energy deals 'by summer'
Britain is on track to sign multibillion pound clean energy deals with the UAE "by the
summer", its trade commissioner for the Middle East has revealed, Simon Penney.
The new agreements will build on the recent £800 million commitment from Abu
Dhabi-owned Mubadala Investment Company to invest in British life sciences
over five years.
The upcoming deals will be spearheaded by the newly formed UAE-UK Sovereign
Investment Partnership (SIP) and serve as a coordinated investment framework to
“grow a future-focused relationship between the two nations, driving economic
recovery, jobs and growth", Penney said.
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Source: https://www.arabianbusiness.com/energy/462846-uk-uae-set-to-announce-multi-billion-clean-energy-deals-by-summer
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UAE set to announce multi-billion clean
energy deals 'by summer'
“The life sciences commitment is just the start, followed by collaboration on
energy transition, infrastructure and technology in a long-term multibillion pound
partnership,” Penney revealed.
The new agreements are set to deepen existing UK-UAE trade and investment ties
that were worth £32 billion in 2019. Mubadala has been a longstanding partner to the
UK for many years with its clean growth subsidiary Masdar, which has several clean
energy investments in Britain, including in offshore wind off the coasts of England
and Scotland. It has also invested £35 million into Britain’s electronic vehicle
charging infrastructure fund.
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Source: https://www.arabianbusiness.com/energy/462846-uk-uae-set-to-announce-multi-billion-clean-energy-deals-by-summer

TRAVEL REGULATORY
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Travels to the UAE
Emirates Airlines has extended its suspension on passenger flights from India until
June 30.
UAE has also suspended entry for passengers from Bangladesh, Pakistan, Nepal and Sri
Lanka. The new guidelines come with the update of the travel regulatory: tourists must
have a valid COVID‑19 test certificate issued within 48 hours of the time of sample
collection (before was 72 hours) and scheduled flight departure.
While Abu Dhabi-based Etihad Airways has no plans to restrict travel to only those who
have been fully vaccinated against coronavirus, Emirates has already created
“vaccinated only” flights to UAE citizens and residents who have completed the two
week period after their second dose of the COVID-19 vaccine.
This is the last of a series of adaptations that Emirates has put in place while its fleet is
getting adapted to a post-Covid travel market in which leisure passengers may be
prepared to pay more for extra personal space amid continuing health concerns, even
as demand for business trips remains subdued or switches to less costly options.
1
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Sources: link link link link link link link
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Abu Dhabi to end quarantine for all
international visitors starting from July 1st
Abu Dhabi will end quarantine for all international arrivals starting from July 1,
according to a government official.
"It will be similar to the Dubai system - the PCR protocol will be different from
high-risk to low- risk destinations, " said Ali Al Shaiba, executive director of Tourism
and Marketing, DCT Abu Dhabi."Quarantine will not be an option," said Al Shaiba.
Abu Dhabi currently requires travelers to quarantine for 10 days unless they are from
a 'green-list' country.
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Source:
https://gulfnews.com/business/tourism/abu-dhabi-to-end-quarantine-for-all-international-visitors-starting-from-july-1-1.1621159916174?utm_source=piano&utm_medium=email&
utm_campaign=5158&pnespid=1Pts96daDFKNnzFrJcb3cdUp3ULbBnj3jKSDD_Gw
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UAE to restrict public events to
vaccinated people from June 6
All events held in Dubai will be restricted to recipients of both coronavirus vaccines
only from June 6, it was announced on Tuesday.
The ruling is in addition to the requirement to present a negative PCR test result
within a maximum of 48 hours prior to the date of the event.
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Source:
https://www.arabianbusiness.com/travel-hospitality/463813-uae-to-restrict-public-events-to-vaccinated-people-from-june-6?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&ut
m_campaign=arabianbusiness_newsletters&utm_email=martina@adstore.it
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Eid Mubarak
On May 13st Eid Al Fitr was celebrated.
An important date in the Islamic
calendar, celebrated by Muslims all over
the world, Eid Al Fitr – which means “the
festival of breaking the fast” – marks
the end of Ramadan and the beginning
of Shawwal (the tenth month in the
Islamic lunar calendar.
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Source: https://www.visitdubai.com/en/articles/guide-to-eid-in-dubai
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Sheikh Hamdan welcomes twins
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Sheikh Hamdan bin Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Crown Prince of Dubai and
Chairman of the Dubai Executive Council, on May 17th was blessed with the birth of
twins, a baby boy and baby girl.

Source:
https://gulfnews.com/uae/government/dubai-sheikh-hamdan-welcomes-twins-1.1621535521596?utm_source=piano&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=5158&pnespid=iOI1qO
MGFBeNRlKPWvd05QU52HUlvZFZvlGW7oIw
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Dubai car number
plate sells for record
Dh38 million.
During Ramadan Dubai is usually
organizing the auctions of plate and
phone numbers. The money raised is
donated to charities.
This year a special-issue Dubai car plate
number AA9 was sold for a record 3.5
million euro during the ‘Most Noble
Numbers’ charity auction, which raised a
total of Dh48.49 million on Saturday in
Dubai for the UAE’s ‘100 Million Meals’
Ramadan campaign.
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Source: https://rb.gy/jj0lur
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Drones catch 518 people without masks
in Naif, Dubai Police issue fines
Dubai Police issued 518 fines to people for not wearing a mask in the Naif area after
spotting them through advanced drones, an official said. The project to use drones to
detect different types of violations is a first-of-its-kind initiative in the region.
“The drones have the latest face recognition technology and can record [footage] in
narrow streets and alleys. During the first quarter of the year, drones caught 518 people not
wearing masks,” Brig. Tahlak said.
Besides catching people who are not following precautionary measures to curb
COVID-19, drones are also being used to detect crimes. A total of 4,400 violations were
recorded by the drones this year, including failure to wear masks.
The drones helped Dubai Police issue 2,933 fines for traffic violations, 128 fines to cyclists, 159
cases for wanted cars and 706 fines for illegal use of e-scooters. Drones were also used to
issue 37 fines to jaywalkers.
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Source:
https://gulfnews.com/uae/drones-catch-518-people-without-masks-in-naif-dubai-police-issue-fines-1.79471868?utm_source=piano&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=5158
&pnespid=0rVn86VWBRaNDiwhBrNvqGPfnMxv0NKo7jyKJcip

KHALIFA UNIVERSITY
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KU TIMES new edition
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The new edition of the KU TIMES has been
released and it includes all the new
researches and collaborations put in place
by the university.

CLICK TO READ
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EXPO IPM
Over 173 delegates from 190 participating
countries assembled for the final International
Participants Meeting before the start of the Expo
in October.
The IPM attendees were briefed on programming,
marketing and communications, latest
operations, security, and the city’s readiness to
host the event. The UAE’s efforts to combat
Covid-19 and maintain health and safety
guidelines were reinforced at the meeting.
CLICK TO PLAY
Source: https://gulfbusiness.com/expo-2020-international-participants-meet-in-dubai-to-discuss-event-preparedness/
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Expo events dryrun started!
Operation teams have started the events
testing: emergency procedures, pedestrian
signs, together with the day by day
operational processes and protocols have
been tested to ensure a flawless Expo
semester.
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